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Abstract—The calibration of the multistatic scattering matrix plays
an important part in the construction of a quantitative microwave
imaging system. For scattering measurement applications, the
calibration must be performed on the amplitude and on the phase
of the fields of interest. When the antennas are not completely
identical, as for example with a multiplexed antennas array, a specific
calibration procedure must be constructed. In the present work,
we explain how a complex calibration matrix can be defined which
takes advantage of the geometrical organization of the antennas.
Indeed, for arrays of antennas positioned on a circle, the inherent
symmetries of the configuration can be fully exploited by means of
an adequate reorganization of the multistatic scattering matrix. In
addition, the reorganization permits to detect antenna pairs which
are not properly functioning and to estimate the signal-to-noise ratio.
Experimental results obtained within a cylindrical cavity enclosed by a
metallic casing are provided to assess the performance of the proposed
calibration procedure.This calibration protocol, which is described here
in detail, has already been applied to provide quantitative images of
dielectric targets [1, 2].
1. INTRODUCTION
In harmonic scattering imaging procedures, the use of a large variety
of illumination angles and receiving angles is of interest for filling the
Ewald sphere. Indeed, in microwave tomography, a simple Fourier
transforms of the Ewald sphere already provides important pieces of
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information on the illuminated scene. Higher resolution images as well
as quantitative ones can be afterwards obtained from iterative schemes.
In all these imaging schemes, the entry point is thus the scattering
matrix which must be as complete as possible to capture the entire
scattering process.
A multistatic scattering matrix can be measured in various ways.
One way is to construct it mechanically by moving physically the
emitters and the receivers all around the illuminated zone. This
is what has been done in a free space environment [3–5], in a
liquid environment [6, 7] or above a buried target [8, 9] for example.
Another possibility is to construct it electronically with a fixed array
of antennas, each pair of emitter/receiver being selected thanks to
hyperfrequency switches or any kind of multiplexer/demultiplexer
devices, e.g., [10–15]. It is even possible to combine the two approaches
as done for example in [16] where an array of modulated receivers is
kept fixed and the multiple illuminations are created by rotating the
target on itself.
In all setups, the calibration is of great importance. In the antenna
measurement field of activities, only the measured field, and more
specifically its amplitude, is of interest as the investigated object is an
active one. For scattering measurement applications, the phase as well
as the amplitude of the scattered field are valuable. Roughly speaking,
the phase will bring information on the shape of the illuminated targets
as the amplitude will help to quantify the permittivity values. But the
scattered field is not measured directly as it is obtained by subtracting
the field measured without the target (the incident field) from the field
measured with the target (the total field). Therefore, the preliminary
choice is to decide if the calibration procedure has to be applied to the
measured fields or to the scattered field directly.
For a free space configuration and for elongated targets, it
appeared that it is sufficient to perform calibration on the incident field
itself [4] even to obtain quantitative information on the target under
test. When the targets become more complex and in particular when
they have a full three-dimensional structure, the calibration on the
incident field is not fully satisfactory. In that case, another procedure
is directly applied to the scattered field with the use of a reference
target [17–19]. This is coupled with the fact that the incident field
cannot be measured and/or computed with a sufficiently high precision
to perform a stable calibration procedure. Indeed, even up-to-date
modelling techniques are sometimes not sufficient to properly take
into account cross-talks effects and radiation patterns variations due
to the surrounding environment. The more the incident field will be
oscillating, the more difficult it will be to obtain a good agreement
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between the measurements and the simulations.
When the multistatic matrix is obtained from mechanical
movements, the emitting (resp. receiving) antenna is keeping
the same radiation pattern. Different calibration processes have
been proposed, enabling full polarization corrections by means of
distortion polarization matrices [20–22]. In other cases, a single
complex coefficient turns out to be sufficient to perform an efficient
calibration [17, 18], this coefficient depending only on the frequency,
on the emitter’s position and on the amplitude of the measured fields.
Due to the time spent in the mechanical movements, this coefficient
can also be corrected for drift phenomena [23].
When the multistatic matrix is obtained, as considered herein,
with an antennas array combined with electronic switches, the
antennas are not completely identical and a different calibration
procedure should be constructed. One possibility would be to directly
calibrate each antenna using a two-port calibration technique as it
is done in [15], but due to our low-cost multiplexer, we are faced
with too many losses which prevent us from applying this technique.
Moreover, this two-port calibration technique is not sufficient to
take care of the antennas diversity and the scattering phenomena.
Following [17], we prefer to exhibit a single complex coefficient for
each pair of emitter/receiver antennas, assuming that the antennas
are all emitting/receiving with the same polarization. This produces
a calibration matrix which enables to take into account the various
antennas behaviors which can also differ from the emission mode to
the reception mode.
In [11, 14], such a calibration matrix is computed by dividing
each measured scattered field by a coefficient which corresponds to the
ratio between the measured incident field and the simulated incident
field for each pair of antenna/receiver. This calibration technique
does not ensure nevertheless that the field at the target location will
be indeed similar to the field that will be simulated there, leading
to unsatisfactory calibrated fields as encountered in [14]. To better
ensure this, it is more appropriate to compute the calibration matrix
by dividing each measured scattered field with a coefficient which
corresponds this time to the ratio between the scattered field measured
for a given reference target and its associated simulated field. This
technique has been employed in [10, 24].
This technique is neverless not sufficient to fully take into account
the diversity in terms of emitter and receiver illuminations and the
fact that all antennas might have measurement errors which must be
accounted for. We thus propose to construct the calibration matrix
keeping in mind that each row corresponds to the same emitting
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antenna, while each column corresponds to the same receiving antenna.
The only restriction being made here resides in the fact that the
multistatic antennas array is arranged in a circular manner, that
is, that the antennas are placed on a circle surrounding the target
and that they all emit with the same polarization. This geometrical
feature is fully exploited through a reorganization of the multistatic
scattering matrix which highlights the inherent symmetries of the
configuration. This calibration protocol has successfully been applied
before to provide quantitative images of dielectric targets [1, 2], but it
was never described in detail.
The present work explains how a fixed array of antennas can be
calibrated for scattering imaging purposes. The article is organized
as follows. The first section describes the measurement apparatus for
which the calibration procedure was first proposed. The calibration
procedure is then detailed in the second section. A short conclusion
follows.
2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
2.1. Geometrical Arrangement
The microwave scanner for which the calibration procedure has been at
first implemented consists in a cylindrical cavity enclosed in a metallic
casing. This setup is one of the various microwave imaging setups that
Institut Fresnel is developing. It was first constructed at Laboratoire
des Signaux et Syste`mes for hyperthermia monitoring applications [12].
The enclosing metallic boundary protects from external microwave
perturbations. In comparison with a free space environment and as
long as the antennas are correctly positioned with respect to this
highly conductive barrier, it also increases the energy level which can
penetrate an object placed at the center of the measurement setup [25].
Its particularity, apart from the external metallic boundary,
resides in the fact that the entire cavity is filled with water (Figure 1).
Water was chosen for improving the impedance matching between the
external medium where the antennas radiate and the object to image.
For biomedical applications, water [26] or glycerin [27] are commonly
used. For a similar cavity, but filled with air and currently under
construction, one can refer to [14, 24].
Another of its particularities resides in the presence of an array
of 64 identical antennas (Figure 1). These antennas are mounted
in the same horizontal plane, on a circle of slightly smaller radius
(RΓ = 27.6 cm) than the metallic border (RΣ = 29.5 cm). They are
angularly equally spaced and immersed in the embedding liquid.
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Figure 1. Picture and cross-sectional sketch of the microwave scanner.
(a) (b)
Figure 2. (a) One rack of the multiplexer/demultiplexer device.
(b) Biconical antennas which are designed to radiate a E‖ linearly
polarized field within water at 434MHz.
2.2. Measurement Apparatus
The measuring equipment is based on a Vector Network Analyser
(VNA) (Anritsu 64xx). This VNA is connected to a hyperfrequency
multiplexer/demultiplexer which is working in a 1 → 64/64 → 1
mode (Figure 2(a)). The antennas are all connected to this home-
made multiplexer/demultiplexer device. These antennas are biconical
antennas [12] whose characteristic dimensions (with a cone angle of 15◦
and a height of 26mm for each cone) have been specifically designed
to radiate at 434MHz inside water (Figure 2(b)). They are assumed
to radiate the same E‖ linearly polarized field. The entire system is
controlled via a PC and a home-made monitoring software, written in
C. To perform an acquisition of a multistatic scattering matrix with
63 × 64 terms, the overall measurement time is about 30 min, if no
specific rapidity is required.
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2.3. Measurement Protocol
The measurement protocol consists in four consecutive steps. First of
all, the incident field measurement Emeasi is performed. One antenna
is selected as the emitting antenna, while the 63 remaining ones are
set in the receiving mode. The amplitude and the phase of the
field are then measured sequentially for each of the 63 × 64 pairs.
Secondly, the total field measurement for the reference target Emeast,ref
is performed, taking care that the embedding liquid is always at the
same level of 59 cm as for the incident field measurement. Thirdly, the
reference target is removed, the unknown target is positioned inside
the scanner and the total field measurement Emeast is performed, with
again the same level of the embedding liquid as for the incident field
measurement. Finally, the permittivity of the embedding liquid is
measured thanks to a coaxial open-ended probe directly connected
to the network analyzer [28]. This last step provides the value of the
permittivity with the same experimental conditions as the rest of the
measurements.
The scattered field of the reference Emeasd,ref (resp. unknown E
meas
d )
target is then obtained by subtracting the incident field from the
reference (resp. unknown) total field measurement for each emitting
antenna re and receiving antenna rr couple. The scattering matrices
Kmeasd,ref = {Emeasd,ref (re, rr)} and Kmeasd = {Emeasd (re, rr)} are then easily
constructed.
3. CALIBRATION PROCEDURE
The calibration procedure is necessary for several purposes. First of
all, the channels in the multiplexer device are not rigorously identical.
Moreover, the input and output lines are not shared. This introduces
signal variations when the same antenna is used in an emission mode
or in a reception mode. Secondly, it enables to perform not only
qualitative but also quantitative measurements [17]. Thirdly, it enables
to detect the antennas which are not properly working during the
acquisition time. Indeed, due to bubbles in water and due to corrosion
at the soldered parts of the antennas, the antennas are sometimes not
properly functioning. This is an important piece of information for
the inversion procedure, as the non-working antenna pairs can then be
easily removed from the processing. Finally, it permits to estimate the
signal to noise ratio of the apparatus.
The calibration procedure ends in the definition of a calibration
matrix C = {C(re, rr)}. The calibrated scattered field for the unknown
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target is obtained by applying this calibration matrix as follows
Emeas,cald (re, rr) = E
meas
d (re, rr)/C(re, rr), ∀(re, rr) (1)
which can be synthesized by introducing the element-by-element
division operation (·/), that is,
Kmeas,cald = K
meas
d ·/C (2)
A very simple calibration procedure would be to directly define
the calibration matrix as in [10, 24] such that
C(re, rr) = Emeasd,ref (re, rr)/E
sim
d,ref (re, rr), ∀(re, rr) (3)
where Esimd,ref is the simulated scattered field for the reference target.
But this type of calibration does not take into account the fact that
the antennas have fixed positions and that they play a part at several
places in the scattering matrix. Moreover, with such a calibration
technique, it is not possible to determine properly the signal to noise
ratio. Thus, another procedure for the determination of the matrix C
is detailed afterwards and its flowchart is provided in Figure 3.
3.1. Fields Modelling
The calibration of the measurements are made according to a given
simulation tool, which is needed in particular for the computation of
Esimd,ref , the simulated scattered field for the reference target. Several
algorithms have already been implemented to compute the field in
this specific configuration, all of them being based on the method of
moments with various types of Green functions [12, 29, 30]. Here, we
prefer to use a finite element method (FEM) with conformal meshing
adapted to the casing configuration [1, 2, 13]. It requires typically
about 6 seconds of run time on a standard computer, for a first-
order triangular mesh with 45 000 nodes and for 64 emitting antennas.
Comparisons with the method of moments and with the measured
fields have shown a very good agreement [31]. The antennas are simply
modelled as infinitely long line sources.
3.2. Symmetry and Neighboring Storage
The reference target is a metallic circular cylinder, with a 90mm
diameter and a height of 60 cm, which has been chosen for its
completely symmetrical shape and its non dielectric properties in order
not to be bothered with a precise definition of its permittivity value.
Moreover, the reference target can precisely be positioned at the center
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Figure 3. Flowchart of the calibration procedure.
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Figure 4. (a) Amplitude in dB of the scattering matrix Kmeasd,ref . (b)
Amplitude in dB of the by-neighbor scattering matrix K˜measd,ref .
of the setup in order to exploit the various symmetries (the circular
cavity, the circular antenna ring, the circular reference target).
To directly visualize the symmetries and to facilitate the
calibration procedure, the scattering matrix is reorganized thanks to
a circular shifting. The permutation r˜r = p(re, rr) is constructed
such that the emitting antenna is always stored in the first column
of the by-neighbor matrix K˜measd,ref =
{
Emeasd,ref (re, r˜r = p(re, rr))
}
. The
subsequent columns are now corresponding to the adjacent antennas
when going in the clockwise direction (Figure 4). A similar reverse
shifting procedure is applied for retrieving the classically stored
scattering matrix from the by-neighbor scattering matrix.
This neighboring storage enables to directly detect if the target
is exactly at the center of the setup. Indeed, due to the various
symmetries, all the rows should be identical if everything was perfectly
aligned. This effect is easily visible by comparing Figure 4(b) where the
target is centered with Figure 11(a) where the target is off-centered.
This symmetry is of great importance as we will check afterwards that
the response for any emitting antenna is always the same for a given
neighbour, wherever the emitting antenna is positioned.
3.3. Mask Creation
To be less sensitive to antennas cross-talks, we directly remove the
n receiving antennas nearest to the emitting antenna. This directly
corresponds to removing the first and the last n columns of the by-
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neighbor scattering matrix K˜measd,ref . In the present case, we have taken
n = 2. Instead of effectively removing them and in order to be able to
go back easily to the classical scattering matrix, we prefer to introduce
a binary mask M = {M(re, rr)} such that
M(re, rr) =
{
1, if the antenna pair is correctly working,
0, otherwise. (4)
This mask will be updated at each step of the calibration protocol.
Similarly, during the calibration process, the mask will always be
applied to neglect the defective antennas.
3.4. Detecting the Defective Emitting Antennas
To determine the antennas which are not properly working when they
are set in an emitting mode, we compare the behavior of the various
rows of the by-neighbor scattering matrix. To that end, we compute
the calibration coefficient that should be applied to each row separately,
such that the simulated field matches both in amplitude and in phase
to the associated measured field, at least in an average way. The
calibration coefficient is therefore defined by
Csrc(re) = argmin
C
‖
[(
K˜measd,ref − CK˜simd,ref
)
·∗ M˜
]
(re, ·) ‖2 (5)
where (·∗) denotes the element-by-element multiplication operator.
These calibrations coefficients are then stacked into a calibration
matrix Csrc = C˜src = {Csrc(re)}, ∀(re, rr) (Figure 5). If an antenna is
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Figure 5. (a) Amplitude of the source calibration matrix C˜src. (b)
Phase of the source calibration matrix C˜src.
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not properly working, its associated calibrations coefficients should be
different from the other calibrations coefficients. The first statistical
moments of the amplitude of the calibrations coefficients are thus
computed, that is, the mean |Csrc| and the standard deviation σ|Csrc|.
A defective antenna will then be detected if its associated calibration
coefficient is too different from the other calibrations coefficients
M(re, rr) =
{
1, if
∣∣∣|Csrc(re)| − |Csrc|∣∣∣ ≤ ασ|Csrc|
0, otherwise.
(6)
where α is a tuning parameter. When α is large, all emitters will
be selected as working ones, when α is becoming smaller, the selection
will be restricted. Here, α was set to 2, which corresponds to withdraw
more or less 5% of the points. The detection of the defective emitting
antennas automatically changes the mask M (Figure 7(a)).
3.5. Detecting the Defective Receiving Antennas
An antenna can also be mute when set in a receiving mode. The same
procedure as previously described for detecting the defective emitting
antennas can be applied. But this time, the procedure is applied to
the standard matrix Kmeasd,ref and not to the by-neighbor matrix. Indeed,
the columns of the reorganized matrix are not involving the response
of the same receiver, but the response of all the receivers. To examine
a unique receiver, one needs to refer to the standard organization. We
again compute the calibration coefficient that should be applied this
time to each column separately, such that
Crec(rr) = argmin
C
∥∥[(Kmeasd,ref − CKsimd,ref) ·∗M] (·, rr)∥∥2 (7)
These calibrations coefficients are also stacked into a calibration matrix
Crec = {Crec(rr)}, ∀(re, rr), which can be stored again in a neighboring
way (Figure 6).
The first statistical moments of the amplitude of the calibration
coefficients are now computed and the defective receiving antennas will
be detected with a similar procedure as previously described,
M(re, rr) =
{
1, if
∣∣∣|Crec(rr)| − |Crec|∣∣∣ ≤ ασ|Crec|
0, otherwise.
(8)
where |Crec| is corresponding to the mean value and σ|Crec| to the
standard deviation value. Again, the maskM is updated (Figure 7(b)).
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Figure 6. (a) Amplitude of the receiver calibration matrix C˜rec. (b)
Phase of the receiver calibration matrix C˜rec.
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Figure 7. (a) By-neighbor mask M˜ after the detection of the
defective emitting antennas (corresponding to black lines). The 2n
black columns are due to the elimination of the receiving antennas
which are the closest ones from the emitting antenna. (b) By-neighbor
mask M˜ after the detection of the defective receiving antennas. The
mute receiving antennas are corresponding to black columns in the
standard M matrix.
3.6. Calibration Matrix
Once the unwanted pairs have been selected, the matrices Csrc and
Crec are recomputed. Indeed, as the mask is changing at each step
of the calibration procedure, it affects the values of the calibration
coefficients. The computation/re-computation of the calibration
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matrices which has been described in Section 3.5 and Section 3.5 can
be performed as many times as requested if one wants to be sure
to find stable calibration coefficients. In our case, two passes are
fully sufficient to provide adequate calibration coefficients. The final
calibration matrix is then defined as
C = Csrc ·∗Crec (9)
3.7. Calibrated Fields
Once the calibration matrix has been derived, it can be applied to
all kind of measured fields by applying (Eq. (2)). To first verify the
validity of the procedure, we have compared the scattered fields for
the reference target before and after the calibration, i.e., Kmeas,cald,ref =
Kmeasd,ref · /C, are presented in Figure 8. A complete comparison is
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Figure 8. (a) Amplitude in dB and (b) phase of the raw scattering
matrix K˜measd,ref . (c) Amplitude in dB and (d) phase of the calibrated
scattering matrix K˜meas,cald,ref . The target is the reference target, a
centered metallic cylinder with a 90mm diameter.
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Figure 9. Amplitude (a) and phase (b) of the calibrated scattered
field for the reference target, a centered metallic cylinder with a 90 mm
diameter. The grey curves represent the calibrated measured field, the
black curve represents the associated simulated field.
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Figure 10. Normalized amplitude (a) and phase (b) of the scattered
fields for an unknown target. The light grey curves represent the
calibrated measured fields, the grey curves represent the raw measured
fields, and the black curve represents the associated simulated field.
The amplitude has been normalized by dividing each scattered field
matrix by their average absolute value. The target is a centered
metallic cylinder with a 60 mm diameter.
obtained by plotting for all the incidences the measured calibrated
scattered field in comparison with the simulated one (Figure 9). From
these figures, it is clearly visible that the calibrated fields are very
close to the simulated ones, proving that the calibration is performing
as expected for the reference target.
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Figure 11. (a) Amplitude in dB and (b) phase of the raw scattering
matrix K˜measd . (c) Amplitude in dB and (d) phase of the calibrated
scattering matrix K˜meas,cald . (e) Amplitude in dB and (f) phase of
the simulated scattering matrix K˜simd . The target is an off-centered
metallic cylinder with a 60mm diameter.
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The calibration is also applied to an unknown target, in the present
case a metallic cylinder with a smaller diameter of 60mm. The same
comparison between the calibrated field and the simulated one is shown
in Figure 10 when the target is centered. Again, the calibration matrix
enables to match the simulated field and the calibrated measured
fields. Moreover, due to the fact that some antennas pairs are removed
from the calibrated scattering matrix, the standard deviation of the
calibrated measured field is reduced.
When the 60mm diameter target is off-centered by 60mm, the
associated measured scattered field matrix is presented in Figure 11.
Again, the two sets of plots are clearly showing a reduction of the
variation ranges both in amplitude and in phase.
3.8. Estimation of the Signal to Noise Ratio
From the calibrated scattered field of the reference target, it is possible
to extract information related to the signal to noise ratio of the current
experiment. To that end, we compute the 1D Fourier transforms of the
by-neighbor matrix K˜meas,cald,ref with respect to the reorganized receiving
angles:
Eˆmeas,cald,ref (re, ν˜r) =
∫
Γ
Emeas,cald,ref (re, r˜r) exp(−2ipiν˜rr˜r)dr˜r (10)
We then compute the average amplitude spectrum with respect to the
emitters,
|Eˆmeas,cald,ref |2(ν˜r) =
1
64
∑
re
∣∣∣Eˆmeas,cald,ref (re, ν˜r)∣∣∣2 (11)
As it is well-known that the scattering phenomenon is a low-pass
filter with respect to the receiving angles [32], the average amplitude
spectrum must have a band-limited spectrum. The high frequency
components, if there are any, are therefore only due to noise. This
is visible for example in the simulated scattered field spectrum whose
associated numerical random noise is around 70 dB. By comparing the
high-frequency parts of the measured average spectrum, it is possible to
deduce the average signal to the noise ratio of the current experiment
(Figure 12). In our case, we have found a signal-to-noise ratio of
approximately 25 dB. This signal-to-noise ratio definitely needs to be
improved. Nevertheless, interesting quantitative images have been
obtained with this system for dielectric targets [1, 2].
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Figure 12. Amplitude in dB of the reference target scattered field
spectrum computed with respect to the reorganized receiver positions.
The grey curves represent the measured and calibrated scattered field
spectra Eˆmeas,cald,ref for the various emitters, the black curve represents
the associated simulated spectrum Eˆsimd,ref .
4. CONCLUSION
We have provided therein an explanation of a calibration procedure
which has been specifically constructed for multistatic matrices
obtained from antennas which are organized in a circle all around
the illuminated area. The only restriction is given by this circular
geometrical arrangement of the antennas array.
This calibration has been tested in the specific configuration of a
ring of antennas positioned inside a circular metallic enclosure. The
validation of the entire quantitative imaging procedure is not presented
in the current article, as it has been done already in other works [1, 2].
Indeed, the effective and accurate reconstructed images that have been
obtained from measured data which have been calibrated as described
therein, are testifying of the quality of the calibration process.
Of course, the current calibration process could and should
be improved. In particular, the three-dimensional structure of the
antennas is not perfectly taken into account in the modelling. These
2D/3D effects have already been shown to be non-negligible [33] and
should be taken into account. The mask’s creation only provides here
a binary information, but we could mitigate it by replacing it with
correlation matrices. This would imply the creation of a correlation
matrix for each emitter and thus the mask would be replaced by a
63 × 64 × 64 matrix. This correlation matrix would bring, for each
emitting antenna, pieces of information on the potential cross-talks
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between the receiving antennas as well as confidence weightings on
each measurement. The introduction of such a correlation matrix
has already been shown to be of interest for improving the spatial
and quantitative resolution of the reconstructed images in a free space
environment [34]. Finally, the extension of such a calibration procedure
to setups where the antennas are not organized in a circular way is of
great challenge, in particular for aspect-limited configurations, which
will be explored in future works.
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